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Today most companies expect to pay their bills electronically.
Now you can also send invoices electronically with RCS Electronic Invoice.

RCS have developed an electronic invoice, that can be specialized after your needs.

RCS IT presents RCS Electronic Invoice
Today you expect to send invoices and bills electronically to big and small public 
and private customers. 

Electronic Invoice is a module for SAP Business One, where the company can auto-
matically send out their bills and information to the customers electronically. 

With this module from RCS you will always have a great overview of the company’s 
debit situation. When a bill is sent of electronically and the payment has taken 
place, an overview with information on payments and reversals will automatically 
arrive. 
The book keeping will then take place afterwards fully automatically, easy and fast!

RCS Electronic Invoice

Good 
Reasons3 1. The customers stay longer, when they use electronic 

invoicing
2. You will automatically get an overview of payments 

and reversals
3. You will experience less reminders and less loss 

for the company
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In RCS Electronic Invoice you can send

 » Invoice and account balance
 » Electronic documents
 » Yearly Statement
 » Specification of invoices
 » Price changes
 » Newsletter if the content has any relation to the payment  
* Supports PBS, Nemhandel and Danske Bank Collection Service

Keep the Customers
The experience has shown that customers maintain loyal in a longer time, when the 
payment is automatic on RCS Electronic Invoice, than if the payment has to be fixed 
manually for instance once a month – in some cases up to 50 % longer. The value 
hereof is much greater than the costs of having the module.

Better Payers
Invoices that are sent electronically are much more likely to be paid in time than 
bills that are sent out with traditional payment cards. A lot of companies and asso-
ciations have experienced that electronic invoicing means less reminders and the 
account for loss on debits will as a result hereof become smaller.

Save money for administration, print and porto
When RCS Electronic Invoice is a part of the employees routine all administration in 
connection with invoicing and payments become simpler. The employees that earlier 
spend time and resources on printing, packing and sending out bills will now be
freed from this task because RCS Electronic Invoice automatically send out a full 
overview. Al data that are sent electronically is encrypted and secured across the 
internet through an SFTP protocol.


